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Editor’s
Notes
there are few facts in typewriter
history that are completely undisputed
— and when it comes to a previously
unknown prototype, there are bound to
be differences of interpretation. In our
last issue, we featured two prototypes.
For some ideas about my mysterious
portable, see this issue’s Letters. As for
the electrified Remington described by
Mark Adams, one longtime collector has
suggested to me that it is a telegraphic
transmitting typewriter. “The panel
that opens under the keyboard [photo,
ETCetera No. 112, p. 6] provides contacts
for the connecting wires. There are
several similar patents for printing
telegraphs, such as US 506973, 641916,
and 1090366A.” Strictly speaking, an
electric typewriter is a machine that is
meant to make typing easier with the
assistance of electricity—and if our
expert’s theory is correct, as seems likely
to me, then we shouldn’t say that this
Remington is an electric typewriter at all.
it's not every day i get a shot at a
Malling-Hansen Writing Ball. In fact — I
never do and never will! It’s far out of
my price range. However, collectors with
deeper pockets and a passion for the first
typewriter to be successfully produced
in series had a shot at their very own

Courtesy of Auction Team Breker

Skrivekugle at the Breker auction in
Cologne on May 21. The winner came
away with this rare beauty for the price
of €122,967, with auction fees and taxes.
Other highlights included a decorated
Sholes & Glidden, an Edison Mimeograph
no. 3, a Hammonia, and an Enigma cipher
machine (which sold for just as much as
the Writing Ball).
the typewriting trend continues.
I believe the public is starting to get
used to the idea that some people like to
use typewriters, even in the year 2016;
that you may run across a poet on the
sidewalk, offering to type a poem on a
topic of your choice; and that you may
even see a large gathering of typists,
all happily clattering away. Such was
the scene on April 29 in downtown
Philadelphia, where Mike McGettigan
(originator of the concept of a type-in)
and Bryan Kravitz (whose story you can
read in this issue) set out a variety of
machines, both manual and electric, for
use by delighted people, young and old.
It was all part of Philly Tech Week. Yes:
typewriters are technology too! ■
Courtesy of Bryan Kravitz

Typewriters
Go to College
ephemera : by peter weil
1

these three portable typewriters,
with their college team colors and
initials, are emblematic of a vital part
of typewriter history that created
an interesting, fun, and for many,
an essential relationship between
typewriters and students. The Corona
Four in the middle entered Georgetown
University in about 1928—at least
according to its serial number—and the
other two, based on their own numbers,
entered Syracuse and Penn State,
respectively, the following year. These
two were delivered from the Groton
factory painted black, with a contrasting
decoration on the vertical plate above
the keyboard in crinkle gold. All have
serial numbers including a color code
that matches their main frame colors.
However, when they came from the
factory, they did not have the contrasting
specific college color paint on the front
panel and sides or the addition of letters
on the fronts to indicate their schools.1
Thus, those transformations that made
these Corona Fours emblems of their
owners’ support for their colleges’ sports
teams were most likely done by local
dealers, like the dealer who targeted
regional college students via this 1927
blotter.2 2 The extent to which the local

dealers were encouraged to make the
conversions by Smith Corona is not
known.
The use of office and portable
typewriters by college students has
a long history, much of which is
directly and indirectly documented
in photographs. Some of this
collegiate importance of writing
machines undoubtedly was the result
of marketing by both the national
companies and their local dealers. Both
photographic and advertising ephemera
are used here to evoke and illustrate

the academic world in which students
experienced typewriters and vice versa,
with a primary emphasis on the early
period that was so vital in establishing
typewriters in the life of college
students.
The first step in grasping these
cultural meanings is to look at a little bit
of the history of attendance at American
colleges and universities.3 By 1985, often
regarded as the zenith of the use of
typewriters by most college students
in the U.S., there were about thirteen
million people attending institutions
2
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of higher education. Most of us take
such high numbers for granted,
but they are extremely high in the
context of much of the history of
typewriters and the use of them by
college students. Until the beginning
of the 20th century, higher education
focused on theology and classics, i.e.,
Greek and Roman texts. In 1900, the
total number of students attending
college was less than 100,000, about
2 percent of the 18-24 year old
population. Most were from relatively
wealthy families. This small, mostly
elite group was highly varied in terms
of its interest in using typewriters
themselves to prepare notes and
papers. And the majority certainly
had the funds to avoid typing
important papers themselves when
such documents were required by
their college faculty members. They
could turn to typing services, which,
in college towns and larger cities,
were often systematically organized
by typewriter companies and their
agents and by stenographic schools
as a service. Thus, typewriter use
and ownership appear to have been
limited even among the privileged
college students. For makers
and sellers of writing machines
during the 19th century, students
at any educational level are rarely
mentioned in advertising, and, if they
are, they are far down the list of those
thought by the companies to be able
to benefit from owning a typewriter.
For example, in this 1897 ad for the
3
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“Improved” Caligraph, “scholar” is the
sixth category of vocations listed as
potential users. 3
Between 1900 and 1930, growth
in U.S. college attendance increased
dramatically, with the total reaching a bit
over a million. During the first 20 years
of the century, even as college enrollment
increased, typewriter advertising rarely
was aimed at the students directly—and
even when it was in a broad sense, since
it was placed in a college yearbook, the
ad itself was not specifically oriented
to the student. See, for example, this
generic ad 4 for the Underwood no.
1 in the Brown University annual of

1903. There is bare mention of students
or any specific value of the model to
the student. In contrast, this December
1910 ad for the Blickensderfer no. 8
from the Williams College Purple Cow
humor magazine is a direct statement
of benefits to its student readers. 5 In
addition, the first 20 years of the century
were ones of transition in the acceptance
and use of frontstrike machines, led by
Underwood. This change was not a rapid
one, and especially in the case of nonbusiness, student uses, upstrike “blind”
typewriters with double keyboards were
often those that the students had learned
on; while these typewriters were old
technology by the standards of rapid
technological change today, they were
abandoned only gradually.
About half of the sizable increase in
college attendance between 1900 and
1930 took place in the third decade. That
period began with a dramatic rise in
high school attendance and completion,
with the latter contributing to the
future increase in college participation
and a concomitant increase in the need
for primary and secondary teachers.
True mass education had arrived in the
United States. Moreover, high school
completion increased the demand for
college training among a wider income
spectrum, partly made possible by the
further development of two-year teacher
training or “normal schools” and four5

6

year land grant colleges. But, of equal
importance concerning our subject,
a large proportion of those attending
learned to type at school, and did so
on four-bank, single-shift, universal
keyboard, frontstrike typewriters.
The high school graduates’ entrance
into college gave a new impetus to
typewriter companies to view college
students as a specific market segment
to be wooed and cajoled into buying,
or at least renting, typewriters. And
the typewriters involved were the
industry’s newest: four-bank universal
portables. The Corona Four portables
above are just one aspect of this trend.
The marketers specifically targeted the
burgeoning student population through
tailored advertising in college-town
stores, college newspapers and annuals,
student-themed trade catalogs and trade
cards, and premiums such as blotters. For
example, see this trade card distributed
by a university bookstore promoting the
Remington no. 1 portable in 1920 (on our
cover), this appeal to college students in
a 1926 trade catalog that introduced the
Royal P portable, and this ca. 1925 store
counter card for the Remington no. 2
portable. 6 7 8

7

The Depression decade of the 1930s
saw little increase in college attendance,
and the war years of the next decade
saw a dip in it. Both were periods of
relatively low growth in the demand
for typewriters by college students, and
much of the effective demand that did
exist was made possible by the decrease
in the prices of some portables, which
the companies stripped down to the most
basic functions, and also by an increase
in short-term rentals of machines. It
was not until after World War II that the
majority of the next increase in college
participation took place, much of it
supported in the U.S. by the GI Bill, but
also by dramatic increases in national
government funding of higher education
that began in the late 1950s as part of
the logic of the participation by the U.S.
in the Cold War. With these increases,
effective student demand for typewriters
grew dramatically. Typewriter
companies increased their advertising
to students in this highly competitive
environment through strategies much
more attuned to student attitudes, rather
than to narrower technological demands.
The issue was no longer convincing
students that they needed a typewriter
or a specific feature, but, instead,
convincing them that a specific brand of
portable could be part of their lifestyle.

8

Examples of this change are a doubleentendre 1964 store banner touting
the Hermes 3000 and a 1977 ad for the
Olivetti Valentine. 9 10 4
In this larger historical context, we
can better understand the photographs
presented below. The earliest of these
from the pre-1920 period are possibly
unusual in that the typewriters were
most likely owned by their users at a
time when either typists were employed
by most students to type drafts of their
papers, or the machines actually used
by a student were rented for specific
tasks. The first photo was almost surely
made by the student himself, James J. G.
Tarr, while he was a graduate student
at Oberlin College’s Seminary and
living in the dormitory room shown
in Council Hall (see Fig. 11) between
1897 and 1900. He owned and used the
nearly-new Smith Premier no. 2 in the
far back corner while studying for his
Ph.D. The Reverend Tarr was an avid
amateur photographer, as can be more
clearly seen in this later photograph that
includes him and his Smith Premier in
his study while he was teaching at a local
college near his residence in Rockport,
Massachusetts during the five years
after he finished at Oberlin. 11 12 13
Another early, but less well documented
example shows a Franklin no. 7 in use
by an unknown student in a 1902 group
portrait shot at Franklin and Marshall
College in Lancaster, Pennsylvania.5 14
Another student group portrait that
ETCetera No. 113 • Summer 2016 • 5
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also includes a typewriter, in this case
a fairly early Remington no. 2, is this
May 1909 image. The setting was a study
room of the Alumni Hall at Norwich
University (Military College of Vermont)
in Northfield, Vermont.6 15 As you may
have noticed, the group of anonymous
undergraduates is posing with a real
human skull. At the time, there were two
secret societies at the school that had
special furtive meetings in tunnels under
the campus. One of these arcane clubs
was the Skull and Swords, and it is likely
that the subjects were members.
We now turn to a December 1910
portrait in which the identity of the
subject and other information is far
more complete. The subject is Ernest
Claude Andrew and he is shown beside
his by then nearly two-decade-old Jewett
6 • ETCetera No. 113 • Summer 2016

no. 1. 16 Mr. Andrew is shown in his
dormitory room at the University of
Maine in Orono. A year and a half before
the portrait was made, he received a B.S.
in physics at the University of Vermont,
and then moved on to study for his M.S.
at Maine, while supporting himself as a
science lecturer. The portrait, showing a
studiously slouching Ernest fiddling with
his slide rule, is intended to be ironic. It
was sent as postcard photo to his mother
in Poultney, Vermont, with the message,
“I am busy. See.” No doubt, Ernest’s good
sense of humor in combination with
his equally earnest and trusty Jewett
resulted in his obtaining his M.S. in
physics there and going on to receive his
Ph.D. at the University of Pennsylvania
in Philadelphia in 1915. What more can
one ask of so fine a typewriter?!

Moving on to the teens decade, we see
this ca. 1912-15 still life of the Harvard
“rooms” of undergraduate Harvey
Mitchell Anthony (see small portrait)
with a Smith Premier no. 2. 17 18 The
efficient relationship between the area
of the worktable on which Mr. Anthony
read and took notes and the small table to
which he turned to type notes and papers
is visible here. Something familiar in the
context of today, transcending the form
of the technology, is his musical interest
as a student, represented here by the
banjo on the couch, the 1905 F-5 Gibson
mandolin on the chair near the window,
and the Victrola record player on the
other side of the window. Mr. Anthony
came to Harvard as an undergraduate
in 1912 after spending three years at
Miami University of Ohio, where he
studied philosophy and science; he
continued his studies in the room seen
here while specializing in engineering
and radiotelegraphy. After receiving an
Associate of Arts degree at Harvard, he
went on to further education on these
subjects that was interrupted by the
war. That was when this little portrait of
him was made while he worked with the
U.S. Navy to develop ground to airplane
radio communications technologies.
The aspect of a typewriter combined
with music in the lives of students of
the same period is also shown in this
ca. 1914-15 portrait 19 of an anonymous
undergraduate with his Royal Standard
flatbed, with three other students in a
rented room near Ohio State University

12

in Columbus. Note that this mid-teens
portrait has the first frontstrike visible
machine we have seen. One of the three
pennants represents Bliss College, a
business school in the same city, and
some of the students may have also been
attending there.7 The students’ interest in
music is represented by the sheet music
(on a stand) that is of the then popular
song “Down by the Seaside,” published
in 1914. Another visible writing machine,
an Oliver no. 5, is featured in this ca. 1915
portrait of an anonymous undergraduate
student at Southwestern College in
Winfield, Kansas. 20 This was a United
Methodist Church-sponsored religious

13

and liberal arts school. The second
pennant is an indication that the subject
probably had already attended a twoyear teacher training course at Kansas
State Normal School in Emporia. The last
of these teens images is this one taken
in 1919 in a dorm room at Rice Institute
(now Rice University) in Houston,
Texas. 21 The typewriter focus of this
photograph is an Emerson no. 3, which
appears to be under maintenance by
the pipe-smoking subjects. They both
are undergraduates, and pipe smoking
by the time of the photo had long been
associated with being learned and
sophisticated. The name of the subject on
15

14

the left is Lawrence Myrick Kingsland,
an engineering senior and the
president of his class.8 The mandatory
freshman-class beanie is clearly being
worn by a senior as a joke and probably
belongs to the anonymous likely
freshman on the right. Did it take
engineering students, including an
advanced one, to keep an at least fiveyear-old Emerson going then?
As important to students as portable
typewriters became in the 1920s,
they were not universally used by
students, nor was the shift to them
instantaneous. This 1920-30 snapshot
of an anonymous undergraduate
student in his dorm room at Harvard
illustrates this point. 22 The typewriter
is the Underwood no. 5, nearly three
million of which sold during the
1920s—and, undoubtedly, many of
those sales (and rentals) were to
students. During the same decade as
this image, which includes a carton
of Camel cigarettes, the increasing
importance of typewriters in college
life was paralleled by a comparable
importance in smoking manufactured
cigarettes. It was considered part of
being a sophisticated student. Later, in
the 1930s, the two consumer products
would appear in the same ads, each
supporting the other as icons of
higher social status and the means
of success to reach it. By that decade,
we know that portables had become
the student’s typewriter of choice.
Because of the Depression, many of the
machines used by students were used
and often were a decade or more old. In
this ca. 1935 snapshot, we see a student
in a dormitory room at what is likely
ETCetera No. 113 • Summer 2016 • 7
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the University of California at Berkeley
typing on a Remington no. 1 portable, but
with the desk radio and clock clearly in
styles that were common in the thirties.
23 Because of the Depression, many
of the portables used were from the
previous decade and they were often
rented or borrowed. This portable in an
image strikingly similar to the photo
above that includes the Underwood no.

5, with the portable’s replacing the large
machine.
The typewriter and college became
ever more bound together as a team
throughout the twentieth century. It
is a relationship that, in hindsight,
seems inevitable, especially because
the experience of higher education
so centrally has involved writing. But
the relationship between learning
17

18

and machine in the academic setting
required a coming together of several
forces, including the competition of
the typewriter companies to create
new markets outside business and the
democratization of higher education and
education in general. The combination
of these took place as part of a larger
set of changes in the consumer market
that brought students and typewriters
together with music and the technologies
related to it, cigarettes, certain clothing
styles, and the broader social lives
of students. Of course, for us, the
typewriter, whether of an office or
portable design, was the captain of this
new cultural team and we still cheer it
on. Rah! Rah! Rah! Give me a big “T!” ■
21
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Endnotes
I wish to express my appreciation to Amanda
Focke (Fondren Library, Rice University), Bert
Kerschbaumer, Robert Messenger, Ed Neuert,
Herman Price, and Martin Rice. I also want
to thank my wife, Cornelia, for her editorial
suggestions.
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1. The three Corona Fours are in the Herman
Price Collection, and he generously also
made and shared the photograph.
2. This and other ephemera and photographs
are in my typewriter archives unless
otherwise indicated. The son of the
owner of the 1927 Eicholtz business told
me in 1997 that his father sold Coronas
and Royal Portables from the 1920s on to
college students throughout the region
west of Philadephia, and that they made
up an important part of their business.
He took over the business from his father
after 1945 when he returned from the
war. Unfortunately, I never discussed
conversions of typewriters like those
shown in the color photograph above.
3. This historical discussion is primarily
based on Thomas D. Snyder (ed.), 120 Years
of American Education: A Statistical Portrait
(Washington, DC: Office of Educational
Research And Development, U.S.
Department of Education, 1993).
4. The Olivetti ad is from Bert Kerschbaumer’s
collection.
5. Printed in the Franklin and Marshall
(College Alumni) Magazine, Fall 2009.
6. The note posted on the back wall on the
right with the 1913 date on it refers to a
requirement that the freshmen, the class of
1913, must go to an activity on a given day.
The May 1909 date is written in ink on the
back of the cabinet card.
7. On the right wall near the far corner is a
pennant for Westfield (Ohio) College, a
protestant school about 100 miles from
Columbus and, because of that distance, a
likely former school of one of the students.
8. Permission was given by the owner, the
Fondren Library, Rice University, for the
single time use of the image in ETCetera.
The required citation is: “Male students
in dormitory room repairing a typewriter,
Rice Institute” (1919). Rice University:
http://hdl.handle.net/1911/81688. Fondren
Library, Rice University. Amanda Focke
assisted in providing the permission. The
identification of Mr. Kingsland, whose precollege home was in Houston, is based on
his captioned photographs in the 1918 and
1919 Rice Institute Campanile yearbooks. I
could not find the freshman in those same
volumes either under his class or under an
activities heading.
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portables, etcetera : by robert messenger

Geerlings'
Remingtons
next time your fingertips strike
snugly into the smooth, concave keytops
of an “All New Remington Portable,”
spare a thought for Gerald Kenneth
Geerlings. This extraordinary American
etcher, painter, and inveterate wordsmith
was an unsung hero among the eclectic
assortment of artists, architects, and
industrial designers involved in shaping
portable typewriters in the three decades
starting in 1931.

All New Remington Portable
#A1901769 (June 1949),
Polt collection

Geerlings’ contribution to the basketshift Remingtons, which reached the
market in August 1949, extended beyond
the mere “fingerfit” molded plastic
keytops to a more singular visual feature,
the stylishly rounded, geometric ribbon
spool cover. Will Davis, on his Portable
Typewriters Reference site, says, “This
… machine has a distinctive shape
which most collectors will immediately
recognize as the ‘1950s Remington look.’”

Geerlings’ patent (USD160704S)
presents the “ornamental design” of the
Remington electric, the Electro-conomy,
and the Model 250, which had extra
panels on the sides for carbon ribbon.
In cut-down form, the same shape was
used for the portable, which, with the
10 • ETCetera No. 113 • Summer 2016

new-style keytops, provided a distinct
difference from the 1948 DeLuxe Model 5
(as in this December 1949 advertisement).

The trend toward artists and
architects designing portable typewriters
started when Adriano Olivetti employed
Aldo Magnelli to design the frame
of the ICO MP1. Ivrea’s development
and advertising office under Renato
Zveteremich hired Antonio Boggeri, Xanti
Schawinsky, Luigi Figini, Gino Pollini,
Marcello Nizzoli, and Giovanni Pintori to
collectively create the “Olivetti style,” a
modernistic look enhanced by the Studio
42 and the Lettera 22.
Toward the end of World War II,
American manufacturers began to follow
suit. Royal employed Henry Dreyfuss,
and its advertising for the new Quiet De
Luxe highlighted “Finger Form Keys …
designed to cradle your finger tips!” Ads
said Dreyfuss’s famous styling helped
make “the world’s first truly modern
portable typewriter”—perhaps a rather
extravagant claim.
During the next 15 years, Underwood
and Remington headed down the same
path—Underwood with Paul Braginetz
and Raymond Spilman, and Remington
with Geerlings and Carl Sundberg (the
latter also worked for IBM in the mid’50s). In Germany, Olympia had Johannes
Krüger and Anton Demmel. Only Smith-

Corona resisted the worldwide pattern in this period,
continuing to rely on Groton natives Hal Avery and
Joe Barkdoll, who had started with the company as
apprentices, to style its portable frames.
Remington’s invitation to Geerlings to become a
“product consultant” on the look and feel of its “allnew” typewriters in 1949 was a clear response to Royal’s
use of the undoubted skill and established reputation of
Dreyfuss. But Geerlings had a far lower public profile,
and that’s the way he liked to keep it. His primary
occupation at the time he designed for Remington was
secret work as a special consultant at the US Air Force
Strategic Air Command Headquarters.
Geerlings, born in Milwaukee in 1897, studied under
Paul Philippe Cret at the University of Pennsylvania
School of Architecture, and at the Royal College of Art
in London. He became a New York designer for York
& Sawyer and Starrett & Van Vleck before starting his
own practice in 1926. He served with distinction in
both world wars, and his pioneering work with the U.S.
Air Corps on aerial perspective drawings and maps,
developing the Target Identification Unit, won him the
Legion of Merit.
Geerlings was an “artist of substantial artistic
virtuosity” (as described on the International Fine Print
Dealers Association website); he possessed “an exquisite
quality of draftsmanship, an unusual technical
expertise and a singular sense of composition.” Best
known for his lithographs and intaglio prints of the
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typing, using keytops with a “peculiar
form or characteristic independent of
the characters.” Geerlings also noted the
idea of the “Lady Edison,” Beulah Louise
Henry, that keys should accommodate
“the fingernail protruding beyond”
the keytop, and avoid engagement and
constant wear on fingernails.

1920s and 1930s, he was “rediscovered”
in the mid-’70s, when his work was
exhibited in major New York galleries.
Geerlings died in New Canaan,
Connecticut, in 1998, at the age of 101.

In coming up with what was later
termed a “pillow keycap” for Remington,
Geerlings took an unusual path. First
he looked at a bizarre 1901 patent
issued to New York pastor Horace
Coffin Stanton, author of Telepathy
of the Celestial World. Stanton wanted
individualized keyboards for touch
12 • ETCetera No. 113 • Summer 2016

Beulah Louise Henry at the exposition of Women’s
Arts and Industries at the Hotel Astor, New York,
October 2, 1931. Getty Images.

Earlier concave keytops were
generally circular, without flat areas
around the depression. Geerlings claimed
that “errors in typing due to overshooting
the key, striking the key short, or striking
it to the left or right will be materially
reduced by the finger-fitting depression
in the top portion of the key forming
a self-centering feature that will aid
an operator in properly centering the
fingers on each key.” “The arrangement
of the keytop surface with rounded
corners and an open front into the
concave depression will reduce fatigue
in typing due to the finger-fitting shape
of the keytop as compared with many
previous forms of keytops that do not fit
the shape of the finger and have a ridge
at front portion.”

For that particular typing comfort in
using post-war Remington portables, we
have Geerlings to thank. Such a pity that
later Remingtons had such lightweight
type levers, so that Geerlings’ concern for
“self-centering” was overridden by the
wobbliness of the keytops. ■
Sources: Article by Paul Gapp,
architecture critic, Chicago Tribune,
June 2, 1985. University of Pennsylvania
PennDesign Architectural Archives
website. International Fine Print Dealers
Association website. Smithsonian
American Art Museum website. In
Praise of Prints blog, by Jim Rosenthal.
Eye Magazine, Spring 2013 edition. Will
Davis, The Portable Typewriter Reference
Site. Annex Galleries Website.

by herman price

my typewriter collection

has reached 800 machines. Along
with machines, I have made a point of
studying, researching and collecting
serial numbers. This frequently gives
me some historical information about
a machine and the manufacturer that
I would not have known. Because so
much on the history of the production
of typewriters and the companies
that made them has been lost or, if it
survives, is conflicting, I find serial
numbers, individually and in the context
of others, enjoyable and interesting.
Here are some fun serial numbers in my
collection.

Serial
Number

Fun

ZPP-POAD (#3712). Here is my Remington
Standard 10S (slotted segment). The
provenance of this machine includes the
Tandy Collection (U.K.). DDKR seems to
represent #22xx of the 3712.

have reached production. Provenance
of this machine includes the Remington
Typewriter Museum, Michael Brown,
and Fritz Niemann. I was able to
acquire it while travelling with Fritz
in Europe. The trip began in Munich,
and negotiations began in Austria and
continued in Italy through Partschins,
Pisa, Verona, Villafranca, Florence, and
Rome. Finally, on the return trip, a deal
was made in the mountains of Bavaria.
Was it the fine deutsches Bier?

CELEBRATE, CELEBRATE,
DANCE TO THE MUSIC
Sometimes, special serial numbers are
created to celebrate an important point
in the production history of a model.
For example, I recently acquired a
white Mercedes on eBay.de celebrating
the production of 100,000 machines.
Below the paper table is a decorative
No. 100,000. The actual serial number
is shown as 100,000/84, indicating the
84th machine out of perhaps 100. I had

ALPHABET SOUP

FLOWER POWER
The serial number * * * was found on
this prototype Remington Standard 6
pin point writer (check writer). I am
not aware that the machine was ever
in production. This example illustrates
that non-standard serial numbers can
indicate a prototype that may or may not

Remington set the standard for
indecipherable serial numbers. Their
purpose, as was the case with some
other manufacturers, was to confuse
the competition. How many machines
were, in fact, being produced and sold?
There were many conventions and
coding sequences in place. Beginning
on December 17, 1928, an all-alphabetic
serial system was adopted until January
4 (just 18 days!). 3712 machines were
produced with the serials ZPP-A (#1) to
ETCetera No. 113 • Summer 2016 • 13

previously seen another of these at
auction in Cologne, Germany. I am really
dancing about this one.
Another possible celebration example
is a chrome-plated Royal Quiet De
Luxe. It is pure speculation on my part,
but I think this machine celebrates
1,000,000 Royal portables produced. The
chrome plate is an unusual feature and
the serial number is 1,000,021. Is this
coincidence? Perhaps 25 or 100 chromed
machines were made and distributed
in celebration. If you have one in this
serial number range, too, then you can
help me prove or disprove my theory.
Help me prove my theory and see my
happy dance! Peter Weil points out that
in 1950, Royal produced its two millionth
portable, celebrated with a gold and
black model of the Quiet De Luxe (Royal
Standard, 50th Anniversary Issue, 1954,
p. 5). On p. 6, the five millionth Royal
Standard is discussed as a caption for
a photo. So, we have a pattern here
of celebrations of million units of
Royal Typewriters, both portables and
standards. Note, also, that the detailed
1940 portables catalog offers the Quiet De
Luxe in black, blue, and green, but not in
chrome plating.

number high or is it low? The typewriter
enthusiast who properly answers this
question will be able to attend the Ninth
Annual Typewriter Collectors’ Meeting
at my house in October of this year
without paying any registration fee.
(All other attendees will pay the normal
required registration fee of $none).

THE X FACTOR

Remington used different prefixes in
their serial numbers to designate the
model. For example, L for the model 10
or 12 and Q for the model 11. These codes
varied during different time periods.
The prefix X was used to designate
the Electric Model 12 of 1927. Based on
surviving machines, approximately 2,500
units were produced. The provenance
of my machine includes ownership by
the Remington Typewriter Museum,
Onondaga Historical Association,
and Wim Van Rompuy. I acquired the
machine from Wim. It is fully operational
with the European plug that Wim
installed.

CONSECUTIVE SERIAL NUMBERS
IS IT HIGH OR IS IT LOW?

Because they are numbers, serial
numbers are read relative to each
other. The serial number of my Burns
No. 1 is 53. Such a low number. But it
is the highest known serial number of
the nine known surviving machines.
So you must now decide, is this serial
14 • ETCetera No. 113 • Summer 2016

7s with consecutive numbers to the
typewriter convention in Milwaukee in
2014. Wow! He had acquired these two
machines independently of one another.
Go ahead, begin your search today, and
bonne chance.
I own two Standard Folding
Typewriters with the serial numbers
8136 and 8138. If I should ever find 8137,
I would have three consecutive serial
numbers! I do not expect this to happen.
Against all odds, I have found two
rare ADDAC adding machines with
consecutive numbers (right). I found
them on eBay years apart from different
sellers. The serial numbers are 19 and 20.
The English language cannot describe
the combination of such low numbers
and their consecutiveness! But there
might be something in German, like
Fahrvergnügen.

I have collected thousands of serial
numbers of manufactured typewriters
in collaboration with my good friend
Thomas Fürtig. Regardless of the model,
it is practically impossible to find that
two surviving machines exist with
consecutive numbers. Can you imagine
the odds against actually finding and
owning two machines with consecutive
numbers? Gary Bothe brought two Oliver

THE 01 MACHINES

Now, wouldn’t it be great to have the first
machine in a production run? Well, life
is complicated and many models start
with some other number, which reduces
the likelihood of finding an 01. Some
model serial numbers merely continue
in sequence from a predecessor model.
Remington sometimes went so far as to
start every month with an 01, along with
all of the coding and prefixes, to confuse
the competition. Machine runs may start
with 100, 1000, 10000, and any other
number that comes to mind...
Here is my Remington noisy noiseless
Model 9. It comes from the Remington
Typewriter Museum, Onondaga

Historical Association, and Wim Von Rompuy. The
serial number is F10001. Remington records say the first
machine was F10000, but considering its provenance, I
think that this is the first one.

Next comes my Oliver 16, serial number R1001, produced
in England together with the Model 15. The 16 was an
export version, and this one was destined for Paris.
Perhaps this is the first model 16. This machine was once
owned by the late Tilman Elster.
If you have some interesting serial numbers to share,
send them to me. Perhaps we will publish your story in
this journal. ■
Herman J. Price
63 High Meadow Pass
Fairmont, WV 26554
(304) 599-8075
typewriter.museum@gmail.com

La Machine à Écrire Américaine
… The new writing machine consists, first, of a keyboard whose
arrangement is represented in this figure. Forty-four keys bear,
neatly engraved, (1) numerals from 2 to 9 (I and O replace 1
and zero); (2) the letters of the alphabet, arranged in an order
devised to facilitate the handling of the device; (3) acute, grave,
and circumflex accents, the question mark, the diaeresis [¨], the
apostrophe, and the cedilla [¸]. At the bottom of the keyboard is a
wooden bar which one is supposed to strike in order to separate
one word from another. … In sum, the operation of the machine
consists in touching one’s fingers, using both hands, to the keys
whose letters one wishes to print in order. … The printing is done
with copying ink; one can make two or three copies of the written
page using a copying press. … The writing produced by this
ingenious machine is analogous to what one obtains in typography
with so-called capital letters.
To write quickly on the machine, one must patiently practice
for some days in order to get to know the keyboard well, so that one
need not hunt for the letters.
After two or three days of work, one already begins to use the
device without any difficulty; fifteen days are enough to manage
to write as quickly as with a pen. Ultimately, after longer use, one
greatly exceeds this speed. I have seen a young English woman who
arrived with the American machine write 90 words per minute. If
the reader experiments, he will be able to assure himself that with
the pen, it is impossible to write more than 40 words legibly in this
time.
Thus the writing machine offers the advantage of being able to
save a great deal of time in what concerns the material mechanism
of writing. It will not be long before it becomes widely employed
in offices and administrations. Furthermore, it is a very precious
tool for persons whose writing is difficult to read or awkward, and
for those with writer’s cramp. Finally, it presents a true boon to the
blind, who are promptly adopting it, as is already proved by a great
number of examples in England and the United States.
—Gaston Tissandier in La Nature No. 197 (March 10, 1877)
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the repair bench : by bryan kravitz
Editor’s Note: The Repair Bench is a
new column that will feature stories
and tips about the craft of typewriter
maintenance and repair, from a variety
of contributors. I hope it will appeal
to all readers who enjoy exploring the
mechanisms of their machines, and I
invite you to submit your own material
for this column. Our first contributor,
Bryan Kravitz, tells the tale of how he
got into typewriter repair, got out of it,
and came back. He works in Philadelphia
and can be reached at (267) 992-3230 or
through PhillyTypewriter.com.

i am always awestruck

seeing how many different mechanical
principles are used in the typewriter.
It was an incredible evolution to make
a typewriter that was easy to use, but
with as many features as possible
to distinguish one company from
another. By studying the different
eras and models, it’s easy to see how
engineers were constantly improving
and enhancing the ideas of others.
The ideas go from looking at a brilliant
mechanical concept translated into
metal and rubber to engineers gone
wild, or possibly the theater of the
absurd and ridiculous.
My love for typewriters began in
1975 when I was working in a direct
mail bindery in San Francisco. One
afternoon, a professor came into the
shop to supervise an order for a local
junior college. He noticed my devotion
to the mechanics that accomplished
the mailing with the processes of
filing, printing, sorting, folding,
inserting, trimming, binding, and
understanding postal regulations. He
told me that my skills could be better
utilized by repairing typewriters. I
took up his suggestion and signed up
for an IBM Selectric repair course at
the John O’Connell Trade School in San
Francisco’s Mission District.
My teacher was a “poetic” mechanic
who made the mechanical terms
come alive. He insisted I study the
nomenclature in order to have a
conversation in the same language,
and being a religious man, he said
I had the patience of Job. Like so
many other students inspired by
great teachers, I was hooked. Within
a month I had a job at a typewriter
repair shop in San Francisco and I
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was getting paid for something I have a
passion for which continues to this day.
For the next 18 months I concentrated
on the typewriters. I would work on
a machine till I became stuck; then I
would start another one. When the
boss returned from his day in the field,
he showed me what I didn’t know to
complete the repairs. I took on the
skill like water to a sponge. He was a
Texan jokester and would look into the
machine and point out an adjustment
or part change that was needed, and
sometimes would say, “Why, if it was
a snake, it would have bit you.” With
enough practice, even the IBM Selectric
with its 2800 parts was no longer
daunting.
In 1983 I landed a job at University
of California at Berkeley, where I
maintained the hundreds of typewriters
for all of the school’s 29 libraries. A few
years later, I opened my own business
in Oakland called “You’re My Type” and
took on a contract to teach typewriter
repair for the U.S. Navy.
By the 1990s, computers began
replacing typewriters, so I went back to
school and studied communications. I
found work in marketing and sales, and
let my passion for the typewriters sit on
the sidelines for 24 years.
But now that typewriters are making a
comeback, I am excited to have returned
to repairing them and have been meeting
a new group of people interested in
them. Two years ago, I was done with the

career that I went to school for. I found
an article titled “Germany May Go Old
School to Guard Against Spying”:
The German government will continue to
use encrypted e-mails and phones, but it
could also expand its use of typewriters,
said Patrick Sensburg, the head of the
German parliament’s investigation into
U.S. spying, in an interview with German
TV station ARD Monday, Reuters reports.
The Germans are even considering using
non-electronic typewriters, Sensburg said.
Germany would not be the first country
to turn to less sophisticated technology
in counter surveillance efforts. Last year,
Russia’s Federal Guard Service decided to use
more typewriters and paper document after
Edward Snowden’s leaks of classified NSA
documents.

After reading several articles with
the same drift, I realized there really has
been a recent resurgence and interest
in typewriters. It may be because of
their simplicity, or because they offer
distraction-free work in comparison to
computers with Internet. They are now
considered vintage and antiques, and
will only go up in value as time goes by.
I thought long and hard about what
I wanted to do with this part of my life.
Retirement no longer means what it
meant a generation or two ago, which
I am very glad about. Sure, I wanted
to take it a little slower, but I wanted
to begin to do what I love doing with

my time and then I remembered how
I woke up every day wanting to work
with typewriters. I put in fifteen years
working in the field, mainly on IBM
Selectrics.
I took a year to learn about the new
world of typewriters. 2015 became a year
of unique experiences for me. I had been
dragging around my typewriter repair
toolkit for the 25 years and now opened
it up. There was my collection of spring
hooks, pliers, dental picks, hemostats,
and screwdrivers along with dried-up
lubricants and oil containers. I needed to
find parts from assorted sources, such as
motor belts from a vacuum cleaner repair
shop, spindle oil as a general lubricant,
and white lithium grease, which I never
used.
In the meantime I used a small space
in my basement to do the work. I got an
air compressor, started to build a website
and started talking about the history,
why we use typewriters, and how to
reach me. A logo and business cards
were easily done. An important part of
my return to typewriters was going on a
pilgrimage to the typewriter collectors’
meeting in West Virginia at Herman
Price’s home last October. I was most
impressed by this wonderful group of
typewriter enthusiasts and look forward
to the next meeting in the fall.
I promoted myself through Google
AdWords, and slowly the phone began to
ring. What fascinated me was who was
finding me: writers, artists, designers,
traditional collectors, those with
motor skills challenges, oversharing
teenagers, writers who are easily
distracted by computers, those with
illegible handwriting, brides in search
of a wedding guest book, writers who
need privacy, children, young hipsters,
and those who have been searching for a
typewriter mechanic for years.
A friend who had an empty storefront
window let me begin to display machines
and I now go there ten hours a week.
More people have begun to bring
me repairs, and some want to take a
typewriter home. After repairing each
machine, I give the owner its history
along with the invoice, and most are very
pleased.
I’ll say about the typewriter what
Minnie Minoso said about baseball: it has
been very, very good to me. ■

by will davis

“At Last The Doctor’s Own Typewriter ...”
A Standard Typewriter made by one of the largest manufacturers of typewriters
in the world. A value emphasizing the truth of our slogan, “Where Your Dollar
Buys the Most.” Take any hundred dollar machine you wish, the quantity buyer
is able to get from twenty to thirty per cent off the price; the agent or traveling
man gets ten or fifteen per cent; then add to this the enormous amount spent for
wide-spread advertising and publicity. In this Machine our customers get the
saving. We buy direct from the manufacturer on a special favorable contract,
and add a very small commission to the actual factory cost. In this way we are
able to combine Quality and Price in an amazing manner. Heretofore the prices
at which well made standard typewriters were sold have been prohibitive, and
the doctor or dentist has not been able to own a machine, but at this remarkable
figure the last barrier is removed, and this very necessary office convenience
should be added to the equipment of every Hospital, Physician and Dentist.
Typewritten correspondence, statements and manuscripts are much more
business-like, besides being much more legible. We believe we are in an
especially good position to know this, because many professional men enjoy,
with the other attributes of greatness, the distinction of being poor penmen.

above is some of the advertising copy contained in a remarkable
1915 Frank S. Betz Co. catalog advertisement for the Betz Visible Typewriter. This
typewriter, of which only one is known to exist (which is in our hands), has until
now been completely undocumented in any serious way (save for one discovery last
year of a line item / price reference in a Betz catalog supplement.) For almost ten
years, we have been searching everywhere for some scrap of printed information on
the machine and at last, in early 2016, we found it. (See ETCetera No. 76, December
2006 for the first words about the machine’s discovery.)
The Betz Visible is one of a small group of rebranded Harris Visible machines
made right at the end of the existence of the Harris Typewriter Manufacturing
Co. in 1914-15, and just before the relaunch of the company as Rex Typewriter Co.
sometime in 1915. From the introduction of the Harris in very late 1912 the entire
output had been contracted by Sears, Roebuck and Co. for its catalog sales as well as
for use in its own offices. It’s clear, from the existence of numerous items (such as
sales leaflets, instruction manuals and the rebranded typewriters) that at the end of
the Harris era, the company was selling through agents and also was selling to other
companies (for whom the machines were rebranded.)
Probably not more than a thousand machines were rebranded in the manner
of the Betz Visible; all known examples (Autocrat, Betz and Reporters Special) fall
within the serial number range 19,900-20,500. Immediately higher than these are
the known Harris Visible No. 5 machines; the serial numbers then recommence with
conventional No. 4 machines. The Autocrat and the Reporters Special were sold by
other firms than Betz.
The machine was sold for $47.50 in the Betz catalog – a price very close to that
which Sears, Roebuck & Co. were charging for the Harris Visible.
The search has been long but perseverance has paid off. ■
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New on
the Shelf
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Mark and Christina Albrecht: Typo
A #7263, Hammond 2 Ideal #60318,
Correspondent #10454 , MAP 3 #7550,
The Noiseless #4500, Lambert 1 #3792,
National 5 #19843, Royal Bar-Lock 10
#201264, Densmore 5 #16187, stands
(cast iron for Oliver, SP, SP variant;
wood for Blick A)
Richard Amery: green Olympia Filia
#0176883 (1935), gunmetal grey Imperial
Good Companion 5 #5AE476 (1960)
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F

Lynda Beckler: Perkeo
Gabe Burbano: Regina 4, Roberts 90
Terry Cooksley: Noiseless portable
#4384, National portable #4760,
Stoewer portable #E101718
Nick Fisher: Ideal A #2217 w/case (loft
find!) B, Stoewer 3 #3820, Hammond
12 #138024, French Mignon 2, French
Adler #6432 w/fancy decal C, longcarriage Blick 7 #37032, Blick 7 #135240
w/quick release key tops like Hammond
Greg Fudacz: Burns #20

Thomas Fürtig: Mignon 4 Luxe
(mechanism cover & paper table are
black crinkle paint) #314688; orange
Gritzner; Torpedo 770 portable;
Avgvstalogos (= SIM portable)
Ken Gladstone: Corona no. 3 with
tripod D
David John: Roxy #30818 E
Rich Mohlman: Franklin 7 #14986,
Emerson 3 #4467, Chicago #39115, Ideal
A2 w/tab #36451, Hammond math
#AL207032, National 3 #10645, Harry A.
Smith 6 #7633, Azmatype #K416341G
Franz Pehmer: Secor 1, Underwood 2,
Sun 3, Odell 4, Rheinmetall w/ thumb
shift F, green Bar-Let 2, Elliot Fisher
Richard Polt: Calanda #50879;
Caligraph 2 #37387; Erika M (US kbd.)

J

L

Letters

I’m sending you pictures of a weird
machine.
ItI’m
makes
holesyou
in the
paperof
toaprint
sending
pictures
weird
the
letter.
I
have
no
idea
what
it is.
machine. It makes holes in the
paper to
Does
anyone?
print
the letter. I have no idea what it is.
Does
anyone?
Eric
Meary
Eric Meary
Sceaux, France
Sceaux, France

K
M

Herman Price: pink Cole Steel, Smith
Premier 2 (linotype kbd. & specially
added side spacebar), Avona (Alpina),
Blick Featherweight (pharmacy kbd.,
type element & short platen) G, Jewett
10 shipping crate H, Mercedes inlaid
wood calendar
Gary Roberts: Underwood Five #138607131, Olympia SF #161754
Bill Rush: Oliver 9 #884987
Ethan Singree: 1930 LC Smith 8, 1961
Olympia SG1, 1969 Olivetti Valentine S,
1979 Montgomery Wards Escort 550
Dale Schellenger: Victoria (Famos) I;
red Pioneer (Remington) J

N
Tarkan Şenkal: reversible Latin/
Ottoman Hammond Multiplex K
Sirvent bros.: AEG 1 #296 (prototype?) L
Georg Sommeregger: Typo (Imperial
B) #11290
Piotr Trumpiel: green Corona 4
Cor van Asch: Blick 9 #191200 M, Picht
#13884 N
Peter Weil: Hammond Multiplex
folding Math & Science model (4 shift
keys, 4-row shuttle) #F254150.
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Peter Weil has written another great
story—not to mention the really entertaining pictures. Those photos really
speak a thousand words—I don’t know
how he unearths such gems.
I have no evidence or proof of any
kind, but consider that the “perplexing portable” could be a Fox attempt at a
four-bank. My reasoning: They may have
been thinking four-bank to get out from
under the folding Corona lawsuit dilemma. Old man Fox died and the company
went under shortly after (a reason why
this project would have died too). The
platen knobs resemble a Fox Sterling. Fox
had knurled screws to hold down the
ribbon spools (so did early Underwood
portables). Fox had tooling and production equipment to create such an item.
You said it came from Michigan (Fox
was at Grand Rapids). The yellowing/
oranging (is that even a word?) of just
some of the keys resembles some that I
have seen on Foxes (also early Remington
portables). Some of the metal cover parts
look “thin” like those on Foxes. It has
round feet—similar to Fox portables. The
rear-view covers fit together like sheet
metal—à la Fox. Congratulations on such
an novel and interesting find.
Mike Brown
Philadelphia
Here’s a portable unaccounted for. Could
this be your machine? “We are building
with every energy … a full line of writing
machines, including a portable as well as
a standard typewriter, which machines
will mark the height of typewriter development throughout the world. Both these
machines will be ready before long.” —
Visigraph ad, Typewriter Topics, 1919.
Peter Weil
Newark, Delaware
The latest issue arrived and the overall
production value is thoroughly impressive. The unidentified portable prototype
on the cover has been driving me crazy.
It’s so familiar and so foreign at the same
time.
Greg Fudacz
Wethersfield, Connecticut
The mystery portable is a little miracle.
I do not think it dates from the 1910s. At
the end of the 1920s would be a better
guess, maybe even later. I have the im20 • ETCetera No. 113 • Summer 2016

pression that the constructor had a good
eye for the latest German improvements.
The panel sides remind me of the much
earlier Bavaria, the top frame shows
some Merz portable influences, and the
prismatic carriage rails, I think, are typically German. On the whole the design is
a very personal new interpretation, and
indeed, some Woodstock and Underwood
features can be seen too.
Jos Legrand
Maastricht, Netherlands
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Announcements & Ads

9th Consecutive Annual Typewriter
Collectors’ Meeting: Oct 28, 29, and 30
near Morgantown, West Virginia, at the
Chestnut Ridge Typewriter Museum,
featuring 800 typewriters, 100 adders
and other office technology. Technical
presentations on maintenance and restoration; show and tell; fun and games; buy,
sell and trade; network with other typewriter enthusiasts; no cost to register or
attend; expecting over 50 to participate.
After you participate for the first time,
you will be sorry that you did not come
before. Sponsored in part by the Early
Typewriter Collectors’ Association. For
more information: Herman Price,
63 High Meadow Pass, Fairmont, WV
26554 USA, 304-599-8075,
typewriter.museum@gmail.com.
Fox standards survey: Model; serial
number(s); backspacer?; tabulator?; aluminum key levers (shiny & thick) or steel
(dull and thin)?; black plastic or glass
keytops? (Serials on upstrokes are on the
right side of the metal band surrounding the typebasket; on visible machines,
either just above the typebasket on the
side of the top frame plate, or directly on
the top frame plate. There may be two serial numbers. Model number is on front
of machine, behind the keylevers.) Please
e-mail responses to Tyler Anderson,
WordsareWinged@yahoo.com.
For sale or exchange: Paragon no. 2
(pre-Peerless). Only machine known. See
“Show & Tell,” ETCetera no. 97 (March
2012). Eric Meary, Sceaux, France,
e.meary@ch-sainte-anne.fr.
Wanted: Machine with Russian Cyrillic
type. Standard, not portable. Preferably
with full alphabet, before Soviets deleted
some letters, but may purchase a later
machine. Gary Roberts, PO Box 575,
South Bend, WA 98586, 360-875-8295.

Vol. 28, no. 2, May 2016
• Typewriter Revolution review
• Dealer stickers & labels
• Origins of carbon paper
• Astoria, Oregon type-in

HBw-Aktuell
March 2016

• Publications and meetings
• Items on eBay
• Four-bank Sentas: #46000-48500
(1926-30)
April 2016
• Meetings including IFHB general
assembly
• 91 Mignons & Mignon speed contest
• Facebook’s “Antique Typewriter
Collectors”
May 2016
• 10 years of QWERTZUIOPÜ Museum
• Colorful typewriters
• The typosphere & other uses of
typewriters now
June 2016
• International typewriter collectors'
meeting in Partschins
• Breker auction results

Historische Burowelt
No. 103, April 2016
• J-B Weld fixes a Radio typewriter
• A repairman’s odd experiences
• What became of the Olympia
typewriter museum?

